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This list is compiled from information supplied by: 

 

Alfa Romeo, Angelo Tito Anselmi, Ruedi Aschwanden, Corrado Bellabarba, Bonfanti Garage, Lorenzo Boscarelli, Dieter Dambacher, Raoul San Giorgi, 

Malcolm Harris, Patrick Italiano, Knute Kolmann, Luis Magenta, Peter Marshall, Simon Moore, Adolfo Orsi, Tim Ritter, ______ Salvetti, Art Wennerstrom …  

and input from various owners, mechanics, dealers and middlemen. Thanks to all! 

     Each piece is important when assembling a puzzle! 

      Is there a piece that you can add to the puzzle? 

 

Note: Lines in red are considered “private” for the following reasons. The information might be “personal” or subjective or unconfirmed or perhaps “suspect” 

for some reason. I use the color-coding to remind myself that more attention is needed. Any lines in red are being shared with you because of the potential for 

stimulated thought and research. No conclusions should be drawn from commentaries in red, nor should they be shared with anyone else. Thank you! 

 

ALFA ROMEO 6C2300 
 

This model was announced 1934 as the “7th Series 6C”, continuing from the 6C1500, 6C1750 and 6C1900. 

The engine gave 68cv (HP) in Turismo tune and 76cv (HP) in GT tune (@4200-4400), with mechanical brakes, solid front axle and torque-tube “solid” rear axle as with 

earlier models. A few of the “Gran Turismo” engines were hotted up a bit and these were called “Sport” for a time. Some cars were prepared for two major events in 1934. 

The first was the Giro d’Italia (Coppa del Littorio) in May/June where the model was generally successful but did not “win”. The second was the 24-hour “Targa Abruzzo” 

at Pescara in August where the model finished first, second and third overall. Unusually, there were many faster 8C Alfa Romeo cars that failed to arrive at the finish. 

Scuderia Ferrari did the preparation and running of the successful 6C2300 team. This enhanceed level of mechanical preparation gave birth to a new small “production” 

run known as “Pescara” interspersed among Alfa Romeo’s more “ordinary” 6C2300GT  offerings. Although there were almost certainly some earlier cars that had been 

finished with two carburetors already, I am certain that some other earlier car were retrofitted with various levels of “Pescara” type tuning.  Similar elaborations were very 

likely quite popular in the aftermarket as well, particularly by those who thought they could “do it better”. Little by little, the “Pescara” level of tuning was improved as 

well, culminating in a new level of tuning that was called “Mille Miglia” or “1000 Miglia”. I am convinced that both the “Pescara” and “1000 Miglia” monikers were 

marketing names more than specific fixed specifications. As with much of the production, variations were made for fuel quality (lack of it) and specific intended uses in 

various markets as well as based on the purchaser’s wishes … and ability to pay. 

 

Chassis/engine range year Tipo   specifications 

  700101 - 700635 1934 6C2300 GT & Pescara passo = 2.925m, 130kph, GT = 11/51 (4.636) & Pescara = 12/51 (4.250) 

  The present-day existence of two engines (at least) numbered significantly higher than 700635 imply that this chart does not tell all!  

 

  710501 - 710722 1934 6C2300 Turismo  passo = 3.213m, 120kph, 10/51 (5.1)  or 10/54 (5.4) 

 Although the 700xxx and 710xxx cars were nominally considered “1934” models, produced largely at the same time, it seems that a fair portion of the 

  production of both series was completed 1935.  It seems that Alfa Romeo was working with retroactive“model years” during 1935 …  if not earlier.  

  Part of this is probably due to the hand-made nature of “production” in this time period. 

  It seems also that, during this time period, “model year” designations may have still been an American marketing concept rather than an Italian one.  

  For various reasons, it would not be unreasonable to think that some “1935” features might appear on some of the “1934” cars.  

  From part way into 1935 (supposedly) all cars were fitted with I.F.S., swing-axle I.R.S. and hydraulic brakes but there is evidence from the cars 

  themselves that this description is not wholly accurate.Hydraulic brakes were “sistema Farina” that came from patents held by Stabilimenti Farina. 

   From 1935 – 1937, each car reportedly had an electric fuel pump. From 1938 onwards, a mechanical fuel pump was used. 

  I would not bet any money that there weren’t some exceptions to these “rules”, even at the time when some of the cars were bu ilt. 

  There are numerous examples of updated versions carried out in-house, either for customers or to make a car saleable once taken in as a trade. 

  Earlier Alfa Romeo 6C and 8C chassis were often sold or traded back to Alfa Romeo by their owners.Some were repaired and/or updated before they 

  were sold on again. There is no reason to expect that some 6C2300 cars were any different in this regard. 

  A photo of the engine compartment of a show chassis (ARVJ p183) implies that this car may have had a radiator by Cottino?  

 

  813001 – 813015 1935 6C2300B GT (Corto) passo=3.0m, 76cv, hydraulic brakes, 18x6.00 tires, 940kg, 130kph, 13/60 (4.615) 

  813016 – 813019  1936 6C2300B GT 

  813020 – 813098  1937 6C2300B GT 

  813099 – 813103  1938 6C2300B GT 

 

  813201 – 813398  1938 6C2300B Corto 18x5.50 tires (Stella B.), 1450 kg, 130+kph, 3.0m, 76cv, telaio nudo = 980kg, 13/60 (4.615) 

  813399 – 813411  1939 6C2300B Corto 

 

  813801 – 813804  1935 6C2300B Pescara  passo=2.90m (& 3.0m?), 95cv (2 carb), 18x5.50, 900kg, 145-150kph, hydraulic brakes, 14/61 (4.357) 

  813805 – 813809  1936 6C2300B Pescara 

  813810 – 813915  1937 6C2300B Pescara 

 

  814001 – 814002  1936 6C2300B Turismo (lungo) passo = 3.250m, 76cv, 12/61 (5.083) 

  814003 – 814081  1937 6C2300B Turismo Lungo 

 

  814101 – 814316  1938 6C2300B Lungo passo = 3.250m, 18x6.0 Stella B., 1650kg, 125kph, 3.25m, 70cv, telaio nudo=1000kg, 12/61 (5.083) 

  814317 – 814345  1939 6C2300B Lungo 

 

  815001 – 815101  1938/9 6C2300B Mille Miglia passo = 3.0m, 95cv (105cv), 1380kg (1150kg & 1050kg), 145 km/h or 170 km/h, 14/61 (4.357) 

 

Note:  2.90m=114.2"  2.925m=115.16" 3.0m=118.1" 3.213m=126.5" 3.250m=128" 

 

NOTE:  The following listing is in numerical order for easy reference. I have attempted to list the individual histories for each 

  car in a time-line with oldest information at the top and newest at the bottom, but the cars themselves were often built 

  and/or finished without regard to the numerical order. Even though I’ve left the engine number “blank” for many 6C2300(A)  

  cars, I presume that the engine numbers matched the chassis. The “blanks” are a way of asking to confirm this. 
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Chassis  Engine 

Telaio  Motore  Tipo  Carrozzeria N. Carrozzeria 

 

813901  motore 823910 6C2300B Corto cabriolet Glaser - Dresden  (A38 1007) (#20/7) light grey, red leather, steel rims 

 

813906  motore 823912   berlina Pinin Farina (disegno Mario Revelli) 

    1.5.38  origine 

 

813910  motore ((823904)) 6C2300B GT cabriolet Worblaufen (Ramseir) 

 

813911  motore ((______)) 6C2300 

   ?? - ?? 

 

********  motore 823915  “Pescara” 

   Reportedly fitted in “915010” for a time in the 1990’s and still in it as of 4//2018?  

   Some confusion is possible with “815087” =“915014” = 915515 

 

813912  motore 823917 2300B Pescara    

   rebodied ____ (when?) as Coupe by Ghia Aigle ?? 

 

813913  motore P.823918 2300B Pescara berlinetta Touring  #2061 

    1938 (?)  Dr. Nord (Med. Dr.)  – Uddevalla, Sweden        ref: Bjorn Nilsson 

 

813914  motore P.823916 6C2300B Pescara berlinetta Touring  #2062  grigio 

 

813915  motore ((823913)) 6C2300B Pescara (?)  berlinetta Touring  #2058 

 

 

814001  motore 823024   berlina 

    9.2.37  origine 

 

814002  motore  ______ 2300B Turismo  

 

814003  motore 823048 2300B Lungo berlina Touring T#1978 

    5.VI.1937 Certificato d’Origine  from & sold by Soc. An. Alfa Romeo di Roma 

 

814013 ??  motore ______ 2300 

 

814014    6C2300B Turismo 

 

814023  motore 823073 2300B Turismo berlina PF 

 

“814027” ?? motore ______ 6C2300B Turismo cabriolet PF see: 814047 

 

814029 ??  motore ______  

   Con motore 923891 (ex 915091) 

 

814040  motore 823115 6C2300B Turismo 

    1937 

 

814045  motore  823119  

    ao1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814047  motore 823106 6C2300B Turismo cabriolet Pinin Farina (steel  body with alloy opening panels) 

 

814064  motore 823139 6C2300B Turismo cabriolet Worblaufen 

 

814110 (?) motore 823191  

     Intendenza Finanza Brescia 

    ao1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" (chassis “811410”) 

 

814112  motore 823209 “6C2300B GT” torpedo Garavini (militare) #8583  &  “AL12” 

 

814164      cabriolet lungo 

 

814165  motore 823309 

  Pia Prandoni – Milano 

    "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

Tubut: 

814184(?) seems to have had engine T-823367. 
 

Tubut: 

814197 seems to have had engine 823366 (note the consecutive engine number of the car listed above). 
 

 “814198”  motore ((823393))    

 

814199  motore  823330  

      A.C. Verona 

    ao1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 



814219  motore 823431 chiusa 6 posti   

    26.7.1938 Certificato d’Origine 

 

814223  motore ______ 6C2300 Lungo 

    29.8.38  dich. conformita 

 

814224  motore  823435  

      A.C. Verona 

    ao1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814225  motore 823436 6C2300 Lungo cabriolet Castagna 

 

Tubut: 

824227 (814227?) seems to have had engine T-823437. 
 
814230  motore 823453 / 824001 2300B L cabriolet Kellner(?) "Alexis"  ("Cabriolet Alexis Kellner") 

    1938  origine 

 

814233  motore  823466  

  Giulio Orlando – Chiavari  

    ao1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

******** motore 823459 

   with “913213” for a time (as of 2007). 

 

814236/8?  motore ((______)) 2300B Lungo cabriolet Castagna 6 poti 

   Fitted (when?) with engine 923804 

 

814241  motore 823477 

  ref: Motor (Italian) 22.12.46  "detentore - IMC di Bolzano” 

  Egone Wurmboeck   Corso Liberta   Bolzano 

 

814261  motore  823502 

  Alberto Lesi – Forli  

    1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814269  motore  823516  

       Giuseppe Abbruzzese – Roma ?? 

    1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814271 “GT” motore 823518 2300B Lungo berlina Alfa Romeo “ministeriale” 

    1938  origine 

   ?? – Napoli 

  Museo Storico Alfa Romeo - Arese 

 

814279  motore ((823541)) 2300 B Lungo berlina  6 luci 

   Con motore 823552 ?? 

 

814289  motore  823559 

      Banco di Roma – Roma  

    1947   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814295  motore 823562 2300B Lungo chiusa 7 posti 

    13.11.1938 Certificato d’Origine 

    5.1.39 ?  S.A. Alfa Romeo filiale di Roma  

 

(_____?)  motore 823565 2300B 

 

814305  motore 823579 

  Received by Graber 19.12.38 

 

814307  motore 823582   coupe Castagna 

    5.4.39  origine 

 

814313  motore 823410   berlina 

    27.1.39  Certificato d’Origine 

 

814317  motore  823606   

      Biagio Bi__iotti – Perugia  

   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814324  motore  823614 

  Giovanni Ginori Conti – Firenze  

   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814337  motore  823645 

   AC Verona 

   "Autoveicoli di Proprieta' di Cittadini Italiani asportati dalle FF. AA. Tedesche operanti in Italia" 

 

814344  motore 823842 6C2300B Lungo (on ID plate)   

 

 


